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Citrus Season

West Central Market News

Navel Oranges: There
are deals on 113s and
smaller for the upcoming
holiday season.
Texas/Florida Citrus:
Texas supplies are good.
Florida supplies on navels
and grapefruit are limited
this week due to Christmas
fund raising.
Specialty Citrus
Items: Satsuma, pomelo
and Fairchild have started.
Clementine oranges have
started with increasing
availability. Minnies and
blood oranges are starting
in the next few weeks.
Green and Red Bell
Peppers: Continued
plentiful availability for
green bell peppers in the
West (Coachella, Nogales),
with a wide range in
quality; good supplies.
Red and yellow
bells will be in tight supply
through mid-December,
possibly early January.

Asparagus: Better volume from Mexico is helping but prices are
firming up as we get closer to the holidays, we expect prices to
continue to rise through the first of the year.
Avocados: Good supply is keeping a lid on prices. No significant
changes this week.
Artichokes: There are good supplies on most sizes except for baby
chokes, long stem artichokes continue to gap and should continue
to do so for at least one more week.
Broccoli, Cauliflower, and Celery: These markets remain very firm,
especially cauliflower and celery, both are in very short supply as is
broccoli to a lesser degree, we expect prices to remain firm for a
couple of weeks, orange cauliflower is also very short the major

Cucumbers: Plentiful
availability in Nogales with
mostly very good quality
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Grapefruit: There is a
limited amount of grapefruit
being harvested in the
Coachella desert-mostly
23s/27s that cannot be left
on trees.
Lemons: There are good
supplies of 165s and larger.
Supplies are limited on
200s/235s; Mexican season
is near the end.

grower for this item is having supply problems; it will be hit and miss
for the next week or so.
Cabbage, Iceberg, Leaf Lettuce, Romaine, and Romaine Hearts,
The winter desert veg. season is in full swing, quality is very good
and supplies are more than adequate; prices are on the low side
and we are not anticipating any problems or escalation of prices at
this time.
Melons: Watermelons are in good supply and prices are
unchanged; honeydew melons have gained some strength but the
real problem seems to be with cantaloupes, cantaloupes are in a
gap with Mexico finishing up and offshore fruit from places like what
Guatemala and Costa Rica just getting going, supplies are short and
prices are very strong; we expect it to continue to rise as we go into
the holidays.
Onions and Potatoes: Transportation seems to be less of a problem
as the Christmas tree shipping season draws to a close, onions are
fairly reasonably priced and readily available, potatoes on the other
hand are going to come up short this season on large sizes; prices
are edging up especially on 70 size russets and larger.

Limes (Persian): Prices
are steady this week, but
values remain with
110/150s. Lime supply for
the next 6-8 weeks will be
ample but not excessive.
Weather at this time of year
is always a factor as frontal
passages bring rain that
intermittently hinders
harvesting. An occasional
prolonged storm will cause
longer delays. When this
happens markets will
fluctuate depending on
demand at the time.
Demand will increase as we
move forward to the
holidays putting upward
pressure on the market
until the last days of the
year. Considering that
supply is not abundant, we
could expect some rise in
the market over the next
three weeks.
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English Cucumber: Supplies are improving more and more as product becomes readily available out of
Mexico next week. Expect to see improvementGreen Beans: Demand exceeds supply in the West, with
limited new-crop production in Nogales. Continued tight availability in Florida. Improved supplies are
expected as we move further into December.
Squash: Zucchini & Yellow: Availability is beginning to improve in Nogales, although continued shortage in the
East will support high prices in all districts.
Acorn, Butternut, Spaghetti: Steady availability in the East and West.
Carrots: Availability has tightened for jumbo carrots in California as size and yield have declined, the result of
a slower growth cycle during the late season fall harvest at higher elevation (2,150 ft.) in the Cuyama Valley of
Southern California. Prices will trend higher until the harvest returns to the Southern San Joaquin Valley
(Bakersfield).
Snow and Sugar Snap Peas: Snow peas and sugar snaps are in tight supply (Peru, Mexico, and California).
Prices remain at the highs for both. Quality is poor, and limited availability will continue through next week
The Roma deal came off a little this week but with rounds taking such a huge jump, romas might turn back
around. We expect to be better and 2weeks.
CHerrys tomatos are very short as well better to use grape tomatoes better price and cluster tomato.
Heirloom tomatoes are in light supply we are heading into a gap until Mexico production steps up.
Yellow beefsteak are short, yellow teardrops and red teardrops are short and prices are strong.
The strawberry market is slightly lower Santa Maria fruit is fairly firm with bruising white shoulder.
Oxnard fruit is increasing volume with occasional bruising and white shoulder.
Blueberries supplies very short Argentina and Uruguay season have come to an end Chilean fruit is coming.
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